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in: Tom and Jerry Cartoons, Hannah-Barbera Cartoons, 1941, Shorts Comments Share William HannaJoseph Barbera William HannaJoseph Barbera Irven SpenceGeorge GordonJack SanderBIll LittlejohnCecil Surry The Night Before Christmas Midnight Snack 1941 One Drum Cartoon and is 2nd Tom and Jerry Short,
produced in Technicolor and released to theaters on July 19, 1941 metro-Goldwyn Mayer and re-released in 1948 and 1957. It was produced by Fred Kwimby and directed by William Hannah and Joseph Barber under the musical direction of Scott Bradley. This cartoon showed the second appearance of Tom and Jerry.
Characters starring featuring a cartoon plot takes place in the kitchen. The clock on the wall is blurred, but you can see that midnight. Jerry sticks his head out of the fridge door and steals the cheese, using a stick of celery to get back on the top of the counter. Jerry looks through the holes in the cheese and then starts
wearing it across the counter as Tom pokes his head with an angry smile. The camera cuts Jerry holding the cheese (which weighs several times more than he does) and then we see Tom strolling along behind him. Jerry feels someone behind him, but Tom grabs the lampshade and disguises him under the lamp; Jerry,
unable to see the open light bulbs because of the girth of the cheese, shrugs his shoulders and continues to carry the cheese. Jerry soon begins to struggle with cheese and Tom, the lampshade on his head as a precaution, soon begins to make it tougher: he piles dishes of all kinds on top of the cheese and finally tops it
with an egg. Jerry can no longer see in front of him, so he does not notice that Tom was stacking pieces of bread in the stairs and bait at the end of his rolling pin. Jerry walks up the stairs and soon steps on a rolling pin that causes him to fall for a few seconds; The dishes dissipate while he pokes his head out of cheese
and quickly gets pelted with a falling egg. Jerry shadows blows to get an egg, and Tom comes out of his hiding place with a smug face. Jerry salutes the cat and returns a piece of cheese to the refrigerator, breaking a stick of celery on the way. Then he continues to steal a little cheese, but Tom stomps on the tail of one
of his hind legs and replaces the cheese. However, the cat gets his finger in the bowl and realizes that it has a free fridge run, so it puts the iron on Jerry's tail and raids the fridge. Jerry is released, but soon finds himself caught by Tom and returns to his prison. Tom then spoons out some jiggling Jell-O and eats it,
causing his whole body to shake and Jerry giggling. Tom then introduces Jerry with a wedge of cheese and Jerry tries to run at him but is repeatedly confined to the iron on his tail. Tom then goes over to Jerry licking some cream from a few and then the mouse gets sprayed with the rest of it as well as the cherries for
good measure. Tom then smells the food in his hand and prepares to eat it, but soon sees that it is a wedge of cheese to displeasure with the nose and throws it away. Unfortunately, the cheese breaks the dishes. Mom Two Shoes hears this and charges downstairs to confront the cat. Tom acts fast and pushes Jerry into
the fridge and hides, effectively framing Jerry. The maid screams with fear, and calls Tom, who comes out of his hiding place, to chase Jerry. In the midst of the chase, he gets tied up around the chair that Mom stands on to escape the mouse, pounding the chair over in the process. Mom's leaving the room because it's
not a place for a lady! Jerry lands Tom in the fridge towards the end of the cartoon. Tom surprises Jerry for pedal bin, but Jerry tricks Tom into looking at the bin and jumps on the pedal, sending the bin crash into Tom's face. Jerry accidentally jumps into the toaster and Tom calmly pushes down the lever. Jerry pops up,



his bottom smoking, and places his back end in the water sink, only to chase tom again. He climbs on the blind and on the high-rise counter, but soon stops when he runs out of the room, with Tom just below him, ready to pounce. Tom obliges, but loses his grip and gets his tail, caught in the iron board, facing the
refrigerator. Jerry goes blind, takes a fork with his tail and confidently walks to the cat. Tom looks at the open fridge and swallows in fear as Jerry hits him in the rear. The cat is meowing in pain and then sent down the iron board, into the sink, breaking clean/dirty dishes, up to the washboard, on a grater, and straight into
the fridge, just as Jerry had planned. Mom Two Shoes again enters the room, on the mistaken assumption that Tom caught and got rid of Jerry. She opens the fridge door to get Tom a nice big bowl of delicious cream, only to find Tom in the fridge covered with food. We cut Out Jerry overhearing a crazy mom yelling at
Tom and kicking a squealing cat out of the house, watching and devouring his wedge of cheese, and winking at the audience as the cartoon disappears. Voice Actors Clarence Nash as Tom Kat William Hannah as Jerry Mouse's Lillian Randolph as Mom of Two Shoes (original version 1941) Thea Vidal as Mom of Two
Shoes (redubbed 1989 version) Trivia is the first Tom and Jerry cartoon in which characters are rarely called. In the previous cartoon, Cat gets the boot, they were named Jasper and Jinx. Interestingly, Tom was still called Jasper during production before changing. As originally released, this was the first volume and
Jerry's cartoon to use the first Tom and Jerry blue card title. These maps are no longer visible on the re-release of prints or re-launches. How originally released was the first volume and Jerry cartoon where William Hannah and Joseph Barbera were enlisted as executives rather than directors. They will not be enlisted as
directors until the dog problem (1942) Due to the fire of the 60s MGM, the original imprint of this cartoon was destroyed. Later, after the 1950s, there was only a reissue of 1957. Fred Kwimby didn't get credit as a producer until 1946. It is also the first cartoon to reprint the titles. As originally released this cartoon was
originally credited as the MGM Cartoon In the redubbed version, Mom Two Shoes was voiced by Thea Vidale, while in the original version, it was voiced by Lillian Randolph, but was not featured in the opening title. Gallery Original card header. The original opening issue of creditTom and Jerry Logo 1957 (originally
released in 1954)1957 Reissue Opening Credit #11957 Reissue Opening Credit #2Jerry carries Midnight Snack without knowing about Tom after it. Midnight Snack model sheetAdd photo in this gallery Tom and Jerry Cartoons Hannah-Barbera Cartoons 1941 Shorts Community content is available according to CC-BY-
SA, unless stated otherwise. Find out more Edit Jerry's raid fridge, hanging up a giant wedge of cheese. Tom feels playful, so he piles the cheese high with the dishes, builds a set of bread slice steps, and ends them on a rolling pin. That sends Jerry crashing, of course. Jerry brings back the cheese. Tom dips his paw
into a bowl of jelly in the process and decides to attack the refrigerator; he puts Jerry's tail under the iron. After some snacks, Tom buries Jerry in cream cream. But he also throws a cheese wedge into the porcelain cupboard, causing the mom down to scold him. Time for a scapegoat: Tom feeds Jerry in the fridge and
then runs to the next room. When Mom screams, Tom chases Jerry, but this chase ends differently, with Tom caught in the ironing board. Jerry takes a careful aim with a fork, sending Tom to the fridge where Mom thrashes him as Jerry chews on the cheese. Written by John Reeves Plot jreeves@imdb.com, Add
Synopsis Animation: See all the Certificates of Parents' Guide: Add Advisory Content for Parents Edited version of this cartoon exists with moms two shoes rotated in a young white Irish woman that was made by Sib Tower 12 Productions in 1960s. Another version was made in the 1990s with original footage, but with
the voice of Mammy Two-Shoes, once again called to sound less stereotypical and offensive. Read more: Hickory Dickori Dock Traditional More User Reviews Edit Release Date: 19 July 1941 (USA) Read more Also known as: zenen Vilpala More Loew's, MGM Cartoon Studio, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM) Read
Runtime: 9 min Ratio: 1.37 : 1 See the full specifications of Jerry Raid fridge, singed giant wedge of cheese. The feeling of Tom's jreeves@imdb.jreeves@imdb com So he piles the cheese high with the dishes, builds a set of bread slice steps, and ends them on a rolling pin. That sends Jerry crashing, of course. Jerry
brings back the cheese. Tom dips his paw into a bowl of jelly in the process and decides to attack the refrigerator; he puts Jerry's tail under the iron. After some snacks, Tom buries Jerry in cream cream. But he also throws a cheese wedge into the porcelain cupboard, causing the mom down to scold him. Time for a
scapegoat: Tom feeds Jerry in the fridge and then runs to the next room. When Mom screams, Tom chases Jerry, but this chase ends differently, with Tom caught in the ironing board. Jerry takes a careful aim with a fork, sending Tom to the fridge where Mom thrashes him as Jerry chews on the cheese. Cheese. tom and
jerry the midnight snack 1941 dailymotion. tom and jerry 2 episode - the midnight snack (1941)
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